
Middletown Thrall Library Reference Department Presents 

LightSwitch Search Tools 
A Brief Guide for Learners, Teachers, and Other Internet Users 

 

Middletown Thrall Library established LightSwitch Search Tools as an educational service intent on helping online 

researchers and search engine users to become more aware, productive, and precise in their searches.  Librarians, 

educators, students, and all self-taught learners are all welcome to use this concise learning guide along with the 

LightSwitch website (www.thrall.org/lightswitch). 
 

Lesson 1:  Keywords – The Words You Type 
 

Each LightSwitch search page contains an expandable “enlighten your search” panel.  Keywords provided in those areas 

are intended to emphasize several important factors in searches:  using standardized terminology, correct spelling, and 

brainstorming – considering what you might want to incorporate in your searches. 
 

For example, the Astronomy LightSwitch search page contains astronomical keywords, including names of space craft, 

astronauts, and planets, as well as titles of books on space exploration and other words.   
 

Failing to accurately and completely describe what you want to find will result in less relevant search results.   
 

Browse LightSwitch’s search pages and the different keywords they contain.  If you find one or more words you believe 

could improve your search, you can either type the word in the search box or select the word (with the mouse) and click 

its add (“+”) button to add that word to the search box.  You can and should add more words as well. 
 

 

Lesson 2:  Selecting Search Engines 
 

No two general Internet search engines produce the same results.  This is not really a bad thing, when you consider 

that the diversity of results can lead to new and interesting information sources!  But first, let us consider why search 

engines differ and then find out why we should regularly try more than one search engine. 
 

Each search engine has its own “web crawler” or “indexer” that collects information from the Internet.  All this 

information is ultimately what your keywords are matched up against when you search.  Try the same search in two or 

three search engines and notice the different results! 
 

Each search engine has its own way of listing results.  Some attempt to calculate and present results in certain orders 

which might seem to be relevant to what we want to find.  Some provide (sometimes optionally) results in chronological 

order (often newest items first).  Others simply show us whatever matches they can find. 
 

Specialized search engines – those created especially for specific subjects – can often yield better results.  By “better” 

we mean fewer yet more relevant results.  If you are looking for specific information on a particular topic, you might 

have better results with a specific search engine rather than a general Internet search engine. 
 

This is why, on any given LightSwitch search page, there are various search engines you can select.  In LightSwitch, you 

don’t have to retype your keywords:  just type them once and then search anywhere you want! 
 

 

Lesson 3:  Evaluating Search Results 
 

Each search engine has its own way of displaying results.  Some search engines provide additional or alternate search 

links or ask “did you mean?” kinds of questions in an attempt to help you improve your results.  
 

Nearly all general Internet search engines provide three things in search results: the title of a website, the URL (the “Web 

address” of that website, which usually begins with “http://”), and some sample text from that website.  That’s often not 

much to go on, and you typically have to click on several different website links to see what that website contains. 
 

Some websites can turn out to be something entirely different than what you might have expected (based on what you saw 

in the search results), so you be prepared to click the “Back” button of your Web browser1 
 

If search results appear mostly unrelated to what you want to find, you need to reconsider your search.  Do you need 

to add more words to clarify your inquiry?  Have you spelled things correctly?  Have you used one or more words 

which might have multiple meanings or popular culture significance?  Carefully consider every word you use or omit. 
 

(continued) 



Lesson 4:  Awareness & Critical Thinking 
Beyond the fact that the popularity of certain words or phrases can alter which listings appear first in search results, 

people and companies can also pay search engines to be listed more prominently in search results.  These 

“sponsored searches,” as they are often called, are not always obvious or listed separately from regular search results. 
 

Evaluating search results does not end with a list of websites:  that is just the beginning.  From there you need to use 

your critical thinking skills and actively examine each website you visit to determine key factors, such as who provides 

the information, what motives they might have, how authoritative or current that information is, and so on. 
 

For more on evaluating websites and researching, please see our free information flyers at http://www.thrall.org/docs 
 

 
 

Lesson 5:  Advanced Searches 
While nearly all search engines offer a simple “keyword” search, which just looks for your keywords in the contents of 

web pages, some search engines offer an advanced search mode. 
 

For example, Google lets you search titles of pages and webs addresses (URLs).  You can also instruct Google to 

search for specific kinds of websites (colleges / universities - .edu; U.S. Government - .gov; organizations - .org). 
 

Whenever you choose any of the Google searches in LightSwitch, you will see an additional line (“Google modifiers”) in 

the “keyword tools” section.  These “modifiers” are advanced search commands, including intext: (search within the text 

of web pages), intitle: (search web page titles), inurl: (search web page URLs), link: (find web pages linking to an URL 

you specify),  related: (find websites Google suggests are related, topically or otherwise, to a web page URL you 

specify), and site: (search for websites by type / domain, as in .edu or .gov). 
 

Hover over each “Google modifier” in the list to see an example of how to use it in your search.  If you absolutely must 

“Google it,” at least try to learn about Google’s search commands and other Advanced Search options (by visiting its 

website) so you can use it more effectively. 
 

To learn about possible advanced search commands and methods in other search engines, please click the “About / Help” 

link on any given LightSwitch search page.  Next, follow the “Search Engine Help & Home Pages” link on the next 

page and, once the list of search engines appears, scroll down to find the search engine you want to learn more about and 

follow the home/about page and help page links.  Also see our Advanced Searches flyer (http://www.thrall.org/docs). 
 

 
 

Lesson 6:  Browsing & the “Deep Web” 
Each LightSwitch topic page includes a “Browse related Web resources” section, which appears after click on the 

“enlighten your search” link.  Browse options appear after the lists of LightSwitch keywords. 
 

Why would you elect to browse if you intend to search, especially if you are looking for something very specific? 
 

For one thing, no single search engine knows about every single web page out there.  Search engines only see the parts 

of the World Wide Web that their “web crawlers” can reach.  Information beyond that point is said to exist in the 

“Deep Web,” which is a figurative way of describing information not directly accessible via search engines. 
 

How do you peer into the so-called “Deep Web” and search it?  Many websites include their own search engines, which 

can often see further than a general Web search engine.   This means, by visiting a website connected with your topic and 

by using that website’s search engine, you might find information far more relative to your inquiry than if you were to 

attempt a similar search in a general search engine. 
 

Why?  Because that website’s search engine usually only indexes its own website, and any searches conducted through 

that search engine would be limited to whatever information is maintained at that website.  Websites can store 

information in many different manners, and much of that information does not exist in a readily accessible form. 
 

Setting the “Deep Web” aside for a moment, the World Wide Web, as accessible as it seems to be at times, is a chaotic 

blend of useful and useless information, almost all of which has little or no structure.  Searching can be an incredibly 

random and frustrating activity even when you know what you want to find and have mastered advance search methods. 
 

By browsing Middletown Thrall Library’s Web guides (through LightSwitch or directly at www.thrall.org/guides), 

you can save yourself time and energy by going directly to some of the best websites that exist for major research topics.  

A good question to keep in mind is “Why should I limit myself to searching?”  Indeed, why limit yourself? 
 

 
 

Lesson 7:  Options & Assistance Always Available 
As LightSwitch Search Tools demonstrates, numerous research alternatives and methods exist.  You have many options!  

Sticking with one search engine can deprive your searches of reaching their full potential and possibly prevent you from 

finding what you need.  Try subject-specific search engines whenever possible.  Searching is not always the solution. 

For the ultimate in productive research time, we encourage you to visit your local librarians and see what other 

research tools, databases, and resources might pertain to your research and help you find what you need even faster yet! 


